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We consider the multiparameter eigenvalue problem (T, + ~~=, 1, V,,) x, = 0, 
x, # 0, 1 < r g k, where T, and V,, are self-adjoint linear operators on Hilbert 
spaces H,, the V,, being bounded. The problem may be posed in either @:=, H, or 
&=, H, and we develop variational approaches for both settings. We explore the 
roles played in both settings by C = (5 E lRkl c:=, I,( V,sx,, x,) ( 0 for some non- 
zero x, E H,, 1 ( r < k) and related cones in R”. We also compare certain 
geometrical conditions on C with analytical definiteness conditions already in the 
literature. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently [7, 81 we have investigated the multiparameter system of 
equations 
(1.1) 
using variational techniques. Here A= (A, ,..., A,) E Rk while for each r, T,., 
and Vr,, 1 < s < k, are self-adjoint linear operators on a Hilbert space H,. 
We restrict ourselves to the case in which the V,, are bounded and the T, 
bounded below with compact resolvent. We shall call the eigenvalue problem 
(1.1) a k-parameter problem. The monograph of Sleeman [ 13 ] is a 
compendium of recent developments in multiparameter spectral theory. 
Problems of this type arise in various contexts connected with differential 
and difference equations. For example, separation of variables for a partial 
differential equation leads to systems where the H, are L* spaces, the T, are 
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differential operators and the VT, are multiplications by continuous functions. 
In the simplest cases Vr, = 0 whenever # s, and we then obtain k separate 
l-parameter problems for which the literature is vast. Sturm-Liouville theory 
falls into this category. Genuine k-parameter problems do arise in applied 
mathematics although they are somewhat less studied-see, however, [3]. 
Further examples can be found in polynomial eigenvalue problems of the 
form (T + C:=, LSVs)x = 0 and also in multi-point boundary value problems 
for ordinary differential equations. As Sleeman [ 131 and Arscott [ 1 ] show, 
such problems can often be profitably reformulated in a k-parameter form. 
Although the literature on these problems is over a century old, the abstract 
formulation (1.1) has been used only since the unifying work of Atkinson 
l&3,4]. 
Our aim here is to summarize, and in certain ways, to complete our 
previous analysis [7,8] of (1.1) from the variational point of view. Broadly 
speaking, we shall discuss results of a geometrical nature which do and do 
not carry over from k = 1 to k = 2 and from k = 2 to k >, 3. We shall 
consider to what extent the existence of solutions 5 and x, of (1.1) can be 
established via maximinima of generalized Rayleigh quotients in 
P” = SF=, H, and in H@ = @=, H,.. It turns out that H@ is particularly 
useful for the existence and geometry of the spectrum ,Z of eigenvalues I,
while fl is more appropriate for completeness relations of eigenvectors x, 
and corresponding eigenvector expansion theorems. 
The existence and comparison results will depend crucially on the cone 
C E IRk defined by 
C = 
k 
c ( Vrsxrr x,) A, < 0 for 1 < r < k and for some 
s=1 
x,EH,,x,.#O, l<r<k . 
I 
When k = 1, C is a half-line if V is definite. Assuming a standard 
definiteness condition on the V,,, we show that C remains convex and 
contained in a half-plane for k = 2. If !c > 3, C may be neither convex nor 
contained in a half-space. We shall discuss some ramifications of these 
results. 
In Section 2 we summarize the p approach as developed in [8]. Section 3 
contains an examination of the role played by C and related cones in 
locating some eigenvalues in terms of others. In Section 4 we consider how 
certain geometric properties of C relate to a standard definiteness condition, 
[4], in the cases k = 1,2,3. Section 5 contains some implications for (1.1). 
In Section 6 we set up some of the H@ framework and compare a geometrical 
property of C with another definiteness condition, [ 111. Finally, in Section 7, 
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we develop the finite dimensional IE” approach [7] a little in the infinite 
dimensional case, again taking into account the analysis of Section 3. 
2. THE DIRECT SUM APPROACH 
Here we work with (1.1) directly and set x = (x1 ,..., x,J E H? We shall 
use I to denote the point (A, ,..., A,) E Rk. This practice will be used 
consistently for vectors and vector valued functions. We also introduce the 
notation Ur for the unit sphere of H, and ur for a typical element of U,., so 
that JIu,Il = 1. For u = (u, ,..., uk) with U, E U,n Q(7’,.) we write l(u) = 
(t,(u),..., tk(u)), where &(u) = (T,q., u,). 
Our first boundedness assumption is that all the T,. are bounded below; 
that is we assume the existence of a E Rk so that t(u) > a for each U. Here, 
and throughout, the componentwise partial order is used in Rk. 
We can now claim that each W,(A) has compact resolvent and is bounded 
below, and, as such, has a spectrum consisting entirely of eigenvalues: 
each of finite multiplicity, accumulating only at co, and obtainable via the 
minimax principle: 
p:(h) = Max {Min ~(~,@)~,~~,)I~,~ ~rn~VA(~,~~i)=Oll 
.vj E ff,, 1 ,<j,< i), i> 0, l,<r<k. (2.1) 
Details may be found in [8, Lemma 1 and Corollary]. 
The second boundedness assumption concerns the matrix V(U) whose 
t(C;gs)-entry is (Vrsu,, u,). We assume that there is a real number /I > 0 so 
I det W)l > P (2.2) 
for each choice of U, E U,., 1 < r ,< k. 
Subject to these assumptions we now have the following basic existence 
result. 
THEOREM 2.1 [8, Theorem 21. Corresponding to each multi-index i = 
(i , ,..., ik) > 0, where each i, is an integer, there is an eigenvalue 1’ E Rk and 
an eigenvecfor x’ with 0 #XL E H, so that pF(Ai) = 0 and W,(h’)x~ = 0, 
l,<r,<k. 
It is also easy to show that all solutions of (1.1) occur in this way. We 
shall now consider some geometrical implications of the analysis thus far. 
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Let PL, Z:, Nt be the sets of 1 E Rk, where p:(l) is positive, zero, negative, 
respectively. Note that j > i implies PL c Pi, and NL 2 N{. Further, 
uy=*=, P: = Rk and n:, NI = 0 for each r = l,..., k. Let 
dim H, = 1 + d,, l<r<k. 
We admit the possibility that d, = co and we set PT = Rk, ZF = NY = 0. In 
general, the PL, Z!, N: provide a partition of Rk for each r-in fact Pi and 
Ni have common boundary Zl. As we vary r, the Pi, Ni form a “patchwork” 
bordered by the Z: with eigenvalues 5’ at the “corners” of these patches. 
More precisely, (5’) = nr=, Z&see [S, Sect. 41. We shall illustrate these 
ideas with an example shortly. 
We define the cone C by 
C = (1 E IRkl V(u)A < 0 for some U, E U,, 1 < r< k}. (2.3) 
Setting N’ = (Jr=, p> and C equal to the set of all eigenvalues 5’ we have 
THEOREM 2.2 [8, Theorem 51. If j > i then Nj E hi + C. In particular 
ti E 5’ + C and C G 5” + C. 
We remark that our proofs of these two theorems depend heavily on the 
minimax principle (2.1). 
3. THE LOCATION OF EIGENVALUES 
For the remainder of the paper, o will denote any element of Rk such that 
u, = f 1, 1 < r ,< k. Each such o defines a partial order <, on Rk by 
a <b if, and only if, u,a, < cr,bl, l<r<k. 
The remarks in Section 2 concerning the Cone C carry over without 
difficulty to the cones C,, where 
C, = (A E Rkl V(u)l <,O for some u, E U,, 1 < r < k}. (3.1) 
In particular, the spectrum satisfies 
cc_P+c,, (3.2) 
where (i, a) is such that (ir, a,) = (0, 1) or (d,, - 1 )-the second alternative 
applies only if d, < 03 of course. Note that these “bounding” cones C, are 
independent not only of i but also of the operators T,, 1 < r < k, and are 
determined completely by the array of operators V,,, 1 < r, s Q k. 
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We also note that any pair of multi-indices i, j is related by i <,j for at 
least one 0, so 
PEA’+ co. (3.3) 
In particular, if 0 <j, < d, for each r, then kj is surrounded by 2k neighbours 
2, where j, = i, except for one r (say ro) and ljrO - i, 1 = 1. Thus (3.3) shows 
that ti is contained in k2k “ neighbouring cones” which can thus be used to 
estimate nj using only the A’ and the VT,. 
We now give a simple example for k = 2 to demonstrate the above ideas. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let H, = H, = C3 and, in terms of matrices, 
+I j. VI+ 8 j, v,+ -E J], 
It is easily seen that our boundedness assumptions on t and det V (2.2) are 
satisfied. Evidently d, = d, = 2 and the nine Ai, 0 < i < (2,2) are displayed 
with the Zi in Manutract l-observe that 1’ is a double eigenvalue. The four 
cones C,, each have included angle 3x14. 
Manutract 2 illustrates (3.2). In this case the intersection of the four 
“bounding” cones is the convex hull of z. Finally, manutract 3 illustrates 
(3.3) for j = (1, 1). Only four of the “neighbouring” cones are needed to 
locate Aj exactly in this particular case. 
4. THECONES C, 
We shall now study the sets C, defined by (3.1). We observe initially that 
C, is a cone (that is EC,E C, for all E > 0), and that C-, = -C,. For 
notational reasons we shall fix IT and suppress it when confusion cannot 
arise. 
LEMMA 4.1. If (2.2) holds then C, contains no line. 
ProoJ: If C, contains a line IRA with li # 0, then by the above observation 
k E C,, (7 C_, and hence for some u, u’, 
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Now V(U) is continuous in U; so applying the intermediate value theorem we 
obtain V(u”)I. = 0 for some u”. Condition (2.2) now yields h = 0 and this 
contradiction completes the proof. 
We may also put these observations in a form directly applicable to the 
comparison of eigenvalues-see (3.2), (3.3). We define a relation p on Rk by 
IPF if, and only if, h - p E C. 
Then p is reflexive (that is, ApA) because C is a cone. Further, Lemma 4.1 
shows that Q~pcr and pph imply a = p. Accordingly, we have 
COROLLARY 4.2. p is a partial order on Rk IX and only if, C is convex. 
We now require the following result [S, Lemma 4). 




LEMMA 4.3. For some a > 0 we have 
where 6(u) = det V(U). 
We shall also require further notation. Closure of a set in Rk will be 
denoted by the customary bar. We define V,(u,) E Rk to be the rth row of 
V(uthere u, E U,. Finally, we set 
c, = (c E Rk( 3v E V,(U,), vTc GO}, 
c; = (c E Rkl 3v E V,(U,), vTc GO}, 
c= fj c,, c+= f) c,+, 
r-1 r=, 
Q = Convex hull of C’. 
THEOREM 4.4. Condition (2.2) holds if, and only if, C, contains no line. 
Proof. Suppose that (2.2) holds and that C+ contains a line RS, h # 0. 
As in Lemma 4.1, we obtain sequences u: E U, so that 
lim sup V,(u:)‘S < 0, l<r<k, (4.1) n -cc 
and further sequences UT E Ii, so that 
lim inf V,(u;“)‘S > 0, l<r<k. (4.2) n-m 
If both inequalities (4.1), (4.2) are strict for some r we argue as in 
Lemma 4.1 and obtain V,(u;)‘J. = 0. If not, then we obtain sequences 
u*” E U, so that r 
V,(U~“yh -0, l<r<k. 
Lemma 4.3 and the boundedness of the V(U*“) now yield the contradiction 
a= 0, so C+ contains no line. 
Conversely, suppose that (2.2) fails. Then from Lemma 4.3 we obtain 
sequences 5”, 11 I” II= 1 and u: E U, so that 
V(zPyh” + 0 as n+03. 
We may find a subsequence of 5” convergent to say li and deduce 
V(U”)~A+O as n-+co 
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since the V(u”) are uniformly bounded. It follows that h E C,? for each T, so 
Cs contains the line Rl. This completes the proof. 
It will be seen below that C need be neither closed nor convex. It is not 
difficult to show that each C: is closed, so that C+ is closed, but it need not 
be convex either. 
DEFINITION 4.5. The array [V,,] is proper if Q contains no line. 
COROLLARY 4.6. (i) If [V,,] is proper then (2.2) holds. 
(ii) C,? is closed, whence c s C: . 
(iii) Zf (2.2) holds then C: = c. 
(iv) Zf (2.2) holds and C is convex then [V,,] is proper. 
Proof (i) This follows directly from Theorem 4.4. 
(ii) Suppose c” E C: and cn + c. Then there exist points vn E V,(U,) 
with vnTcn < 0. Now /I v”JI < o for some constant w and so we may find a 
subsequence of v” converging to v E V,(U,.). Then we have vTc < 0 and so 
CECT. 
(iii) We need to show C, 2 C:. If (2.2) holds then 0 & V,(U,), 
1 < r < k. Let c E C: with 
lim sup vnTc < 0, 
nxx 
v” E V,(U,). 
Now define 
y” = v”Tc” 
and 
cn = c if y” < 0, 
c, = c - ynvn IJv”lJ-2 if y” > 0. 
It is evident that c” E C, and further 
I(Cn-Cl/=O if v”< 0 
= y” I(v”/I-’ if y” > 0. 
Since lim sup y” < 0 and I/ vnll is positively bounded below, we have c’ + c, 
where c E Cr as required. 
(iv) We shall show that C= C’, so that convexity of C will give 
Q = Ct and the desired conclusion will follow from Theorem 4.4. In order to 
establish our claim, let c E Ct and suppose vrTc < 0, r = l,..., k, where 
vr = lim Vr(u,,), urlr E ur. n -cc 
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If vrTc = 0 for each I, then det I/ = 0, where the rth row of V is taken to be 
v’. This contradicts (2.2). 
Now suppose vrTc < 0 for some r. Select a non-zero b so that vSTb =o, 
s # r, 1 <s < k and set c”= c + b/n. Then for large n, c” E C,! = C,, 
1 < r < k and c” -+ c. Thus Ct C_ c. The reverse inclusion follows from (ii). 
We note in passing that for k = 1, C is closed and convex for either C 
equals R or is a half-line containing 0 as an end point. 
Next we define 
v,= {EV(VE V,(U,),E>O}. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let k = 2 and assume (2.2) holds. Then C is convex and 
hence [ Vr,] is proper. 
Proof: From continuity and connectedness considerations, we see that V, 
and V, are cones corresponding to intervals of polar angle say of length -- 
0, ,19,, respectively. As in the proof of Theorem 4.4,the cones V, , V, may be 
separated by a line IF& say, and likewise c, -V, may be separated by a 
line R5. Finally, let the polar angle between V, and V, be fisee Manutract 
4. The cones C, now correspond to polar angle intervalsof length 71 + 8,, 
r = 1, 2 with overlap of ?r - /?. Further since both c and V, lie on the same 
MANUTRACT 4 
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side of IF%, p+ 0, + 8, < TC. From this we have (7c+ 0,) + (rr+ e,)- 
(n-p) < 2n, so that the polar angle intervals for C,, C, intersect in one 
interval of length 71 -p. This establishes the claim. 
Before leaving the case k = 2 we point out that C may be convex without 
1 V,, 1 being proper; i.e., without (2.2) holding. For example, if H, = H,, 
I’,,=-VVz,=Zand V,,=V,,=OthenCisthelineA,=O. 
The following is an example for which [ V,,] is proper but C is not convex 
although (2.2) holds; naturally we require k > 2. 
EXAMPLE 4.8, Let H, = H, = H, = H-a separable Hilbert space with 
orthonormal basis e, , ez ,... . Let I be the identity operator on H and let S be 
given by 
Se, =e,, Se, = 0, n > 2. 
Note that U, = CF=, u,,e, E U, if, and only if, X:-I 1 u,,I* = 1, I = 1, 2, 3. 
Now let V,, = -S, I’,, = S -I, V,, = a,.,1 otherwise. Then (2.2) is easily 
seen to hold and for Y = 1, 2, C, = (ni A, < 0) = CT since C, is closed, and 
c, = PI-A, 4, + w4, - l)+A,<Oforsomeu,,E 10, l]} 
= {AIL, > A3 or A, > A,) = Ci since C? is closed. 
We see that C = Ct and further (-4,0, -1) and (0, -4, -1) both belong to 
C but (-2, -2, -1) @ C,. Thus C (or C’) is not convex. On the other hand 
C is contained in the non-positive coordinate octant which is closed, convex 
and contains no line. The same then holds for Q and so [V,.,] is proper. 
5. FURTHER GEOMETRY OF THE SPECTRUM 
We now consider how the geometry of C influences that of ,?Y. Recalling that 
if (2.2) holds then 
CGAO$C (5.1) 
we may conclude from our earlier results that for k = 1 or 2, C is contained 
in the translate of a proper convex cone. In fact when k = 1, C is contained 
in a half-line with end point lo, and when k = 2 we have 
LEMMA 5.1. Let k = 2 and assume (2.2) holds. Then there are distinct 
non-zero p, v E R2 so that F and c are separated by both lines QI and Rv 
while pTl < 0 and vTA < 0 for each I E C. In particular, pTAi< pTAo and 
vTt < v’b’for each i > 0. 
This is geometrically obvious from Manutract 4. In general we have the 
following result, the bulk of which is contained in [4, Sect. 9.5, pp. 153-1591. 
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LEMMA 5.2. The following are equivalent. 
(i) [ V,,] is proper. 
(ii) There exist a non-zero o E Rk and y > 0 such that 
oTh<-YII~Il for all h E Cf. 
(iii) There exist linearly independent o’E Rk, 1 < r < k, so that 
l.ro’ < 0 forall h+0, 5ECt, I<r<k. 
We turn now to k = 3 and give an example in which (2.2) holds but for 
which [ Vr,] is not proper-in fact we shall have Q = R3. Using the setting of 
Example 4.8, we define the array [ Vr,] as 
51 -z -4s-z 
51 4s+z 4s-51 . 
51 4s+z z 1 
Then for u, E U,, 1 < r < 3, 
det V(u)=5[12+ 16(lu,,I’+I ~,,~2,12-1~2,~3,12-1~3,~,,12~1~~~~ 
where we have used the fact that 0 < E, < 1, r = 1,2,3 implies 
-this is easily shown. Hence (2.2) holds. 
We now claim that the vectors in R3 
5’ = (-l,O, -5), 5’ = (-1,5,0), g3 = (-1, -5,5), 5” = (4, -5, 5) (5.2) 
all belong to C. This can be checked directly, but we shall give an indirect 
proof below via (5.1). Further 
0 = is’ + 45’ + +g3 + 4s” 
belongs to the interior of the tetrahedron A, formed by the e’, 1 <j < 4. Thus 
A contains an open ball B G R’ with centre 0. Now we have B c/i c Q and 
since Q is a cone EB c Q for all E > 0. It follows that Q = R-‘. 
Next we supplement the above example with operators T, chosen so that Z 
reflects the geometry of C. Specifically, let T,. = T, r = 1,2, 3, where 
Te, = Te, = 0, Te, = ne,, n>3. 
Then T is self-adjoint with compact resolvent and is non-negative definite, so 
we may take our bound for t(u) as a = 0. Since W,(O) = T, r = 1, 2, 3 we see 
409/77/l-IO 
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that 1’ = 0 for any i such that i, = 0 or 1, r = 1,2, 3; the corresponding 
eigenvectors are (e,, e,, e,), 1 < r, s, t .< 2. 
Elementary calculations also show that for 1 < s < 4 and j = 1, 2,..., the 
vector jr is an eigenvalue with eigenvector (e,, e,, e,). Here 5” is given by 
(5.2) and (I,m, n)= (2, 1, IOj) if s= 1; (lOj, 2, 2) if s= 2; (5j, 35j, 5j) if 
s=3 and (1, lOj, 1) if s=4. 
With i = 0 in (5.1) we obtain CC C. With j= 1 we have 5” E Z s C 
justifying our earlier claim. It aso follows by varying j that co Z = Q = iR’. 
Thus we have a problem (1.1) satisfying (2.2) with each T, bounded below, 
whose spectrum is contained in no half-space and so has no supporting 
planes. We shall return to this in Section 7. 
6. OPERATORS ON THE TENSOR PRODUCT 
We shall now discuss the geometry of C within the tensor product setting. 
The latter is discussed in detail in [4, 10, 131. Each operator V,., induces an 
operator VF, on decomposables u = U, @ @ uk by 
and this is extended to all of H” by linearity and continuity. Induced 
operators from distinct rows commute, so the determinant 
is well defined as a bounded linear operator on H’“;. The cofactor of VT, in 
this expansion will be denoted by Aors, 1 < r, s < k. 
In R@ we use the induced inner product (., ‘) = nF=, (., .), and define 
quadratic forms 
1 < r, s < k. (6.1) 
These forms are just real determinants when evaluated on decomposable 
tensors and, in particular, 
6,(u “) = d,(u, @ @ uk) = det V(U). 
This enables us to express (2.2) in the form 
w x 12 P (6.2) 
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-recall that ]] u ’ ]] = 1. Note that (2.2) and continuity of the V,., demand that 
det V(U) be of constant sign. Thus the difference between (2.2) and (6.2) 
reduces to a possible preliminary sign change. 
Another definiteness condition has been used by KHllstrGm and Sleeman 
] 1 1 ] and may be expressed as follows. For some non-zero o E Rk and 6 > 0 
the condition is that 
THEOREM 6.1. [ V,.y] is proper if, and only if, (6.2) and (6.3) both hold. 
ProojI In view of Corollary 4.6(i), it s&ices to assume (6.2) and then 
establish that [ V,,Y] is proper if, and only if, (6.3) holds. 
From Lemma 5.2, IV,.,] is proper if, and only if, for some o # 0 and y > 0 
cJJTl < -Y IIV, for all h E C+. (6.4) 
Here ]] ]I, denotes the I, norm on R k. Now I E C’ if, and only if, vh = q 
for some q < 0 and some matrix V with rows v’E V,(U,), 1 < r < k. Thus 
[ V,,] is proper if, and only if, 
6fv-‘q < -~Ilsll,, (6.5) 
where i = y/sup ]] VII--the supremum to be taken over all such matrices V 
and (I VI/ = SUP,,~ ]u,.,(. Making use of (6.2) we may rewrite (6.5) as 
where 6 =/I( and where we have specialized V to be of the form V(u), 
u,. E U,., 1 < r < k. Selecting q to be each negative coordinate vector in turn, 
we then obtain (6.3). 
For the reverse implication we have (6.3) implies (6.6) for all q < 0 while 
(6.6) implies (6.5) with c= G/sup det V at least for matrices V of the form 
V(u) as above. The general case for V is obtained as a limit of matrices 
V(u). Now Lemma 4.3 shows that ]]q]] > q ]]I]) for some v > O-independent 
of V-whenever vh = q. Thus (6.5) implies (6.4) with y = rip, and the proof 
is complete. 
When k = 2 we can conclude from Theorems 4.7 and 6.1 that (6.2) 
implies (6.3). This can be deduced directly-see [ 1 l] where it is shown that 
in general (6.3) is weaker than (6.2). 
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7. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN THE TENSOR PRODUCT 
Recall that dOrs is the cofactor of VT, in the expansion of A,, = det[ V:, 1. 
We now define as usual (cf. the references at the start of Section 6) 
where T: is induced by T, (by linearity: T: is unbounded if d, = co). We 
induce w:(a) similarly and note that all these operators are defined at least 
on 9 = OF= ,0 Q(T,.), the algebraic tensor product of g(T,), 1 < r < k. 
Associated with A, we have the quadratic form 
and we write 
d,(h) = (Ash, h), h E 62, 1 <s<k, 
6(h) = (6,(h) ,..., 6,(h)) E Rk. 
Again the 6, are just real k x k determinants when h is a decomposable 
tensor. Finally we define the vectorial range of the system (1.1) to be S(U), 
where 
U= {hEgld,(h)= 1). 
In the finite dimensional case, a result of Atkinson [4, Theorem 7.8.2 I 
ensures that (6.2) extends to all of H’,, i.e., that 
4,(h) > P for all h E HI, (h, h) = 1. (7.1 > 
where /3’ = p, and so A;’ exists as a bounded operator on H”. With respec :t 
to the new inner product [,, .] = (A,., .) on H?, the operators I-, = A; ‘A, are 
pairwise commutative and self-adjoint, and the original problem (1.1) may 
be reformulated as the simultaneous eigenvalue problem 
I-,x=&x, xE H”, x# 0, l<r<k. 
We see that S(U) is the range of “generalized Rayleigh quotients” ii(h)/d,(h) 
and it turns out that 6(U) = co C [ 7, Lemma 2 ]. Further for any a E IRk, 
a%(h) achieves a maximum value for h E U. It follows that every “extreme” 
eigenvalue may be obtained via successive maximizations of functions ar6 
over U for at most k distinct vectors a. Full details can be found in 17, 
Theorem 11. 
In the infinite dimensional case Binding [6] has investigated Atkinson’s 
result mentioned above and has shown again that (6.2) implies (7.1) with 
p’ > 0. However, further difficulties arise in extending the finite dimensional 
theory. We note that H;’ = H’ when k = 1, so we shall begin with k = 2. In 
the following result, > 0 denotes positive semi-definiteness of an operator. 
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LEMMA 7.1. Let S > 0 be an Hermitian operator on a Hilbert space H, 
and let T > 0 be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H,. Then 
S@T>Oon H,@H,. 
Proof. If we define S+=S@I on H,@H, and T’=I@T on 
H, @), Q(T), then T’ has a self-adjoint extension [ 121, T’> 0 and St 
commutes with T’. Further St has a self-adjoint square root S’ > 0. Then for 
x E V( T+), 
(S @ TX, x) = (T+S+x, x) = (T+S’x, S’x) > 0 
and the proof is complete. 
We now recall the definition of ai and xi from Theorem 2.1. We continue 
to use xi to denote the decomposable eigenvector OF=, XL associated with 1’. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let k = 2 and assume (6.2). Define p and v as in 
Lemma 5.1. Then the upper bound of pTS on U is pTio and is attained at x0. 
The same holds with p replaced by v. 
ProoJ: From Theorem 4.7 we see that [ Vr,] is proper. It is evident that 
we may replace 61 by II in the proof of Theorem 6.1 and so we may assume 
(6.3) in the form 
s rll,~o& “I> 4 r= 1,2, u”E r-J. (7.2) 
s=, 
Consider r = 1. Then (7.2) becomes 
(7.3) 
and, bearing in mind Lemma 7.1 and the definition of $ we may conslude 
+ .Qo,, 2 0 
Cl 
(7.4) 
for r = 1. A similar result holds for r = 2. 
Now we have 
Since IV,.@‘) > 0, r = 1, 2, Lemma 7.1, (7.4) and (7.5) give 
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Accordingly if 6,(h) = 1, we have 
p%(h) < pT3L0. (7.6) 
The analysis is identical for p replaced by v and it is obvious that equality is 
achieved in (7.6) for h = x0. This completes the proof. 
Since p and v are linearly independent, it follows that this method can be 
used to determine 1’ ab initio. We now turn to the case k > 2. 
COROLLARY 7.3. Assume (6.2) and (7.4) for 1 < r < k. Then the upper 
bound of rT6 on U is rTiO and is achieved at @F=, xI(. 
Proof. The proof is essentially as above using (7.4)-(7.6). The requisite 
properties of I%‘,@‘) come from Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 7.4. Assume that [V,.,] is proper. Then the conclusion of 
Corollary 7.3 holds for k linearly independent vectors cc. 
Proof: Theorem 6.1 ensures that (6.2) and (6.3) both hold and the results 
of Binding [6] show that (6.2) and (6.3) extend to all vectors in EP. This 
yields (7.4) in the strengthened version 
and now simple continuity arguments show that this holds for k linearly 
independent vectors p. The proof now continues as before. 
For the case k = 3, our example in Section 5 shows that it is possible to 
have co Z = R3. On the other hand, we have shown that if F is the set of 
finite linear combinations of eigenvectors in 9’ then 6(Un F) = co C, [ 8, 
Theorem 81. Thus we have an example in which each T, is bounded below 
but each r,. has a numerical range equal to R. In particular, no non-trivial 
linear combination aT6 is bounded below on U and hence there is no hope of 
characterizing eigenvalues via minima of a%. 
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